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latrotluctioD :

Most of the Sanskrit medical treatises are aphorismic and allow different or
more than one interpretation. It is here. that commentaries help in proper under,
standing of the content of the aphorism. A commentary brought out utilising
tantrayukti clarifies in a logical manner the spirit or the theme contained therein.
BhaHira made use of this approach. and he and his follower Jajjata who also
followed this. were eulogised by TIsa~icirya as commentators of great ability.
Bha~~ira may be considered pioneer in this approach. and it is this method that is
discernable in Kartikakundas approach.

Vijayaraksita enumerated names of commentators and the sequence therein
may not be considered chronological. as some of those whose names were
mentioned earlier referred to the works of those whose names appear later. The
position of Kartikakunda is after Vipyacandra and anterior to Cakrapani."
Viiayarak~ita refers on one occasion to Kartikakunda placing after Vipaycandra. ~
srjka':1~hadatta also quotes Kartikakunda in Siddha Yoga as posterior to
Midhavakara and anterior to Vrndakunda.P

Absence or inadequate availability of information to provide the accurate
account of chronology of authors and since almost all their works have been lost
now. it is necessary in case of Kartikakunda too. to study his biographical data on
the basis of internal evidence i.e, passages scattered in works of later authorities. as
we also do not possess any of his actual works.

From Kirtika's passages quoted in the commentary of Dalhana on
Suirutasatphiti. we have no doubt about his work on Suiruta and it is to be

1. On Midhavanidana 1. 1,2 VijaYarUsita enumerates "BHATTARA JElJATA GADADHAllA-
VAPYACANDRA-SRICAKRAPAM-BAKULA-ISVARASENA;BHOJA (IH)-ISANA-KARTIKA-
SUKIRA-SUDHIRA ..... etc. This Stanza does not represent cbronological order. ISVARASENA
and KARTIKAKUNDA who have been put after SRICAKRAPANI DATTA are anterior to him as
the latter quotes them in his work (e.g. Carakasamhita Siddhisthana 1.20-22 and Bhanumati coesmen-
tary on Susruta.Samhita Sutrasthana, page 237 of the Agra edition).

2. On Madhvanidana 1, 5-6, Vijayaraksita refers as: JEJJATA VAPYACANDRA-KARTtKA-
KUNDADAYOVYACAKSATE-which suggests that Kartlkakunda i. posterior to Vapyacandra and
Madhavakara.

3. Srikanthadatta's Kusumavali on Siddhayoga by Vpndakunda records (on 12, 22-24) Kartikakunda',
position posterior to Madhavakara and anterior to Vrndakunda «see page 359 in Muelenbeld's
Madhavanidana) and calls our attention to consider that Vijayaraksita's remark on Madhava-
nidana 1. 5-6 is right and he should be placed after Vapyacandra ..
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supposed from Vijayaraksita's remarks (on Madhavanidana. 2.61-55). that he might -I.
have commented on Car aka Samhii a also; besides. we also find his passage on I
Vagbha ta (on Madhavanidana 5. 43) in the same work of Vijayaraksita. These
indicate that his works on Brhattrayi were extant till late in the thirteenth century
A.D. and have been later completely. lost; Kartikakunda-s passages prove.
however. that he was a. man of great.: wisdom ~md genius and the biographical
picture may be constructed by the following references: .

Variants on name and Ad~res.sing :

Kartikakunda IS often and frequently called as Kartika and Kartikacarya
in the works of Dalhana Vijayaraksita, Sr ikantbadatta, Niscalakara and
Vacaspatimisra who have' quoted his passages, Wh~~ they call him without title
as in case' of Kartikait indicates their affection and his being referred with title as
"A.carya" ,(i.e. Guru=preceptor) shows their regard.

Nativity:

D. C. Bhattacarya (Bhatt.. IHQ 28. 1947. p.140) is of the opinion that
Kartikakunda was born in a family of Bengali Vaidyas, bearing "Kunda " (pot) as
a family name, of which Vrndakunda was a descendent. Bhattacarya quotes in
support of this. a stanzi from Bh:.tratamaIIika·s~andraprabha (Bhatt; IHQ 23.
1947. p. ]55 \ in which it is said that Vmdakunda, the author of a medical treatise.
was a resident of Eastern Bengal (Vi;lngjbhu~ik~taSraya). KU1;lQa. denoting the
family name is found both in Kartikakun da and .Vrndakunda. This' makes us
suppose that both Kartikakun d a and Vr ndak unda belonged to a Vaidya family
of Bengal. 4 Except-this. nothing is known about hrs parentage or patronage etc.

Date:

Vijayaraksita places him after Srlcakrapat:tidatta. in the beginning of his
commentary on Madhavanidana (1. 1. 2). dUJ to the metre (Vasant<;tilaka) and
hence tl.e.verse is not considered to indicate tho chronotogrcal position. However.
Karttkakunda, is -quoted by Ca kra (BhanumatT on 'Susruta Sutrasthana: see-v-
Me ulenbeld's. Madhavan-dana page 391.), and is also frequently quoted by Dalhana
'on Susr uta Urtaratantra b xh of whom belonged to the eleventh and the early
twelfth century A.D. respectively. and were well acquainted with his works. The
list of Vijayaraksi ta can not be claimed to be wholly chronological as it is
weakened due to position of lsvarasena prior to Cakra, (on Caraka Siddhisthana
1, 20_22). From other references (eg. Madhavanidana 1, 5-6). it is evident that
Kartikakunda is later to Jejja~a- Vapyacmdra and Madhavakara, as" he reads
"Jejja~a- Vapyacandra- Madhavakara L, Kartikakundadayovyacaksate" etc .

. This orderis chronological due to the position of Madhavakara in it, as appearing

4. "Kundavans'e Vrndakundo Viji Vaidyakasastrakrt, Sa'Bharadvaja Ss mbhuto Vangabh:amikrti.
srayah." •
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from the quotations of srika~!hadatta in his work Kusumavall on Siddhayoga of
Vrndakunda (12, 22-24). places Kartikakunda between Mad!Iavakara and
Vrudakunda. If this is to be trusted and since there 'are no contrary evidences, it
can be '~~ncluded that' Kartikakunda lived after Madhavakara and preceded
Vrndakunda because Vrndakunda himself states in his Siddhayoga (1, 2) that he
pad modelled his work according to Rugviniscaya of Madhavakara, '

Assuming Madhavakaras date in the 8th century A.D. and Vrndakunda-s
date in the 9th century A.D .. the date of I{artikakunda can be fixed between the
VIII Century A.D. and the IX Century A.D~

Followers:

Kartikakunda is quoted by srI cakrapanidatta, Dalhana , Vijayaraksita,
srJka~thadatta and Niscalakara (Bhatt. IHQ 23. 1947. p. 140) and also by the

'later commentator srlvacaspatimisra (Atankadarpa~a on Madhavanidana
59_59 & (3).

Personality:

It is interesting to note, that Kartikakun da, is often quoted by Dalhana,
but only on Susruta Uttaratantra. It my be due to the unique value of this
section. His passages (on Suj ruta Uttaratantra Chapter 39. 179; 57, IE', 48,
32 and 58, 47-48 etc.) prove him a person with an independent mind; he read
certain of the stanzas (Susruta Uttaratantra 41, 32) from Susruta Samhita in a
revised way with an alternation. on the authority of certain ancient works (chapter
39, i79; and 57. 15 etc.). Though. from the remarks of Vijayaraksita (on
Madhavanidana 2, 70-72)), it is noted that he is an ardent follower of Jejjata but
differs from him at times' for the cause of correctness of interpretation. So, it may
be concluded that some times he gave a genuine clarification of the conflicting
ideas, and made them more traditional by adopting tantr ayukt i, which gives a fair
glimpse of his work and presents his personality equivalent to Bhattara and Jejjata
in the medieval period. He thus occupied a pioneering position even in the early

. days of the late medieval period; and was called "acarya" by Dalhana himself
and was very respectfully quoted in the introductory verse by Vijayaraksita.

Tantrayukti :
It is' observed from works of Dalhana and Vijayaraksita that he was the

follower of authorities like Jejjata and even' ancient authorities like Vrddhakjisyapa
and Visvamitra adopted Tantrayukti or textual wisdom (e.g. Kartikakun dastu
Vrddhak asyapryasamvad at trapusai-varubijanyevacaksate" ~nd ••Kartikast~ .

,vyakhyanayati.tathaca visvamitrah» etc. Suo U.' 58. 47-48). This technique is
widely applied by him and this places him at a pivotal position in the medieval

. period as highlighting botla ancient and the late medieval periods by focussing
traditional meanings in his works by such means of actual approach to the aphorisms
of Samhitas.
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Revi:iioD:

Based on Tantrayukti, Kirtikakunda revised certain readings of Suiruta
SaJ!lhiti and sometimes even left out rea'dings of Jejjata and adopted his own
(e.g. Dalhana on 51. 1-3 and 58. 58-74 etc.). This is conclusive that his wisdom
was widely utilised in interpreting texts. From Dalbanas's remarks (68. 68-64
above). it appe~rs that his readings were considered of great value and were
adopted by Sukira and Sudhira. who called them ••ir~a". i.e, pertaining to a seer
or a r~i.

Salient Featares:

As already observed. Kjirtikakudna commented on Vrddhatray]. It i.
sad. indeed. that not one work of his was extant except few passages that are
scattered in the works of later authorities on Samhitis viz. Dalhanas
Commentary on Susruta and Vijayaraksita's commentary on Midhavanidina ·etc.
It is in them only that we come, across his valuable passages on the following
SaJ!lhitis.

Caraka :

Passages attributed to Kartikakunda are quoted by Vijayarakslta (on
Midhavanidina 2. 61-65). as a tool to solve the controversy between Caraka and
Suintta about employing a remedial agent (Ka~iya) for a fever patient.
Vijayaraksita states: "Is there no contradiction between the words of Caraka
which advocate "After six days have passed (one should give) to a fever patient"
(Carakacikitsisthina: Chapter 3. 161) to those of Susruta which says "After
seven (days and) nights" etc. (Suiruta Uttaratantra chapter 39. 119) after six
days have passed the seventh day is present and a Ka~iya is prescribed on that
day?-

Kartikakunda explains that "after six days have elapsed". because of (a
way of) counting with omission of the day on which the production of the fever
has been brought about in the same way as one calculates. with exclusion of tbe
day on wbich a basti has been given. the (period of) time during which (the
application of a basti should be) avoided." (tr. Muelenbeld p. 142.43> The
skilful interpretation by Kjirtikakunda based on Tantrayukti resolves this
controversy.

Susruta:

His passages on Susruta Samhita reveal his personality bearing references
and his abilities in revising the readings of Suiruta or adopting certain readings of
his own. We may observe that he maintained the textual meanings according to
tradition i.e. Tantrayukti and became a medium between ancient and the late
medieval period to link them with tradition and technique.
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Kartikakunda tried to economise the words to provide standard meanings
and for the purpose. he sometimes. entered into exhaustive discussion: the
quotations and remarks found in works of Dalhana and Vijayaraks ita lend support
to this.

His quotation cited by Dalhana, on Susruta Uttaratantra 39. 179 is an
evidence of economy of usage of words while informing standard value of meanings
inhis work. Here. he adopts "Susltaiah" against Jejja~a's ••Piirvam Kvathitaiah
Pascat S'tlkrtaiah" and he is right. a's he defends Susruta's opinion that i~
Pittajvara extremely cold (SuiItai~) drinks are preferred to_ quench the
troublesome thirst prolonged with the highest degree of heat (i.e. Suiitiah samayet
tr!J)im Pravrddham dihameva Ca).

Similar instances are found in his quotation by Dalhana on Susruta
Uttaratantra 44. 25; where he reads ..Plbedva" for Susruta's .«Lihyat" i e..
should be drunk and not licked out. Dalhana following kartikakunda explains the
Passage similarly.

The textual wisdom and the subtle points of the basic principles of
Ayurveda were made use of in certain places while interpreting. This fact.
however. gets its best support in Madhukosa by Vijayaraksita on Madhavanidana
(10. 2) where Kartikakunda-s passages are quoted to defend his views about the
specific onset of Rajayaksma (consumption). due to obstruction in ducts of the
nutrient fluid (Rasavahasrotasa). which according to him is conducive of blood
etc .. in succession with respect to each of the seven dhatus, Kartikakunda's
passages have been proofs in defence of this fact, which have had occured in
Susruta Uttaratantra 41. 9-10; but now only extant in works of Vijayara ksita
(On Mi. ni. 10. 2 above); running as follows:

"The trails of the nutrient fluid" are the ducts carrying the. nutrient fluid;
in this case the word ..etcetera" should be considered to have been elided.
Therefore. obstruction of the channels., ; carrying blood. etc., should be understood
(as aimed at) or since the nutrient fluid is the cause (of the production) of blood.
etc., the very corruption of nutrient fluid (is conducive) to corruption of the bl:od
etc .• thus says Kartika (Ku~4a)-' I (Translation;' Meulenbeld's. Madhavanidana.
page 330).

I

Similar instance can be found in his quotations by Vijayaraksita (On
Midhavanidina 33, 34). where. he is found to have commented on Susruta
uidanasthana 6. 20; as the same verse has been quoted by Madhavakara (ie. Mi.
ni. 33. 34 above). in his work on Pramehanidana. Kartikakunda supports the
view of Suiruta by quoting thus._ "any kind of inflammation. can not ripe (i.e.
get matured) unless it gets excess amount of heat due to the extreme excitement of
the Pitta' (i. e.•• Kirtikastviha. Paka Kale Pittotkatatvam, -tasmaddhi Sarvin
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Paripakakale pacanti sothanstraya eva dosah " ~Su. sa. Stha. cu. 17); which has
become a tool for Vijayarak sita for defence of his statement.

Vagbhata:

From some of the passages by Vijayaraksjta on Madhavanid ana 6, 43, it is
evident that he wrote a commentary on Vagbhatas A~~angah~daya, too. He has
given the location of Carmaki la (warts) as "the lip of the auus" i.e •
. -gudausthadcs 'a ". which is related to the subject of the onset of wart; this
occurs in the nidanasthana 7, 57 of Astangah daya, Vijayaraksita, states that
Kartika kunda and others say that «And these (warts) only occur in the region of
the anal lip and not elsewhere."

Kartikakunda was a well versed commentator of the Br hattray I who
maintained sound tradition of unique nature, in the field of interpretation based
on Tantrayukti and principles of Ayurveda.

SUMMARY
Kf\RTlKAKUNDA. also referred as «Kartika» and «Kartik acarya" was

a famous commentator of Brhattray] . He is later to Vapyacandra. He is quoted
by SrlcakrapalJ.ldatta, Da lhaa, Vijayaraksita srlkal)~hadatta, Niscalakara and
also by SrlvacaspatimiSra. According to readings of Vijayaraksitaand
S.-lkal)~hadatta. he is quoted between the range of Madhavakara and Vrndakunda.
He is considered to have flourished between Madhavakara and Vrndak unda i.e,
between the VIII and IX Century A. D. No record of his parentage or patronage
a:e available. He is supposed to be a native of Bengal and belongs to a Vaidya
family on grounds of his common family title, tallying with Vrndakunda. From
quotations and remarks of Dalhana and Vijayaraksita Kartikakund a appears as a
person with an independent mind and many independent views; he revised
readings in case of certain verses of susruta Utta ratantra based on authority of
certain traditional authoritative works ascribed to Vrddhakssyapa and Vi8vamitra
and in some instmc ss left out certain verses. He occupied pivotal point in the
medieva I period and connected it with tradition of Tantrayukti, following Bhattara
and Jejjata and himself followed by later authorities of the late medieval period.
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